Comparison of reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction, enzyme linked immunosorbent assay and virus isolation for the routine diagnosis of foot-and-mouth disease.
A reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) method was compared with virus isolation in cell culture and the antigen detection ELISA for the primary diagnosis of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) on 166 clinical samples from the field. Eighty samples were positive by virus isolation/ELISA and 78 by RT-PCR. The RT-PCR detected FMD viral RNA in 11 of the 86 samples assessed as negative by virus isolation/ELISA but conversely failed to diagnose 13 samples identified as positive by the latter procedures. This RT-PCR is not serotype-specific so a cDNA product is indicative of the presence of FMD viral RNA only. Confirmation of the specificity of the cDNA product and the identification of the serotype requires nucleotide sequence analysis. The value of the RT-PCR is that it can rapidly facilitate the molecular analysis of field isolates and thus provide important epidemiological information regarding the source of outbreaks. However, it is a sophisticated technique requiring specialised equipment, expertise and refined reagents and has to be used in conjunction with current procedures for FMD diagnosis.